variants, parts, users, product changes
and, consequently, numerous process
changes. In order to handle these multiple
levels of complexity, the company uses
the manufacturing capabilities of
Teamcenter, which allows it to link parts
to tools and assembly processes. Product
developers and manufacturing engineers
collaborate using the same engineering
environment: Teamcenter. Moreover, the
manufacturing engineers work with the
latest product data, which the company
cites as a significant benefit. Due to the
unique strength of Teamcenter in the area
of data management and its ability to handle incremental change, Volvo Cars is able
to test and determine the implications
across a number of car variants, as well as
assess the needed process changes resulting from the product changes.
Introducing a new model to an
existing line
The company launched the XC60 SUV in
2008. Its sales are outperforming all other
Volvo Cars models. In order to support the
increased demand of this model, Volvo
Cars plans to expand its production capac
ity within a relatively short time frame by
shifting the production of the S60 model
from the Belgium Ghent plant to the

Gothenburg Torslanda plant, thus allowing
more production capacity for the XC60
model in the Ghent plant. To accomplish
this, the S60 model production will be
introduced into an existing production line.
A robotics simulation manager in Volvo
Cars manufacturing engineering department notes that this is a very challenging
scenario. In the Gothenburg Torslanda
plant BiW production line, the company
typically has only 22 to 24 hours during the
weekend plant shutdown to introduce
changes into the line. This is feasible only
if the crew starts with very mature robot
programs that were programmed and simulated offline. The company is able to meet
this challenge because of its engineers’
high level of expertise, employing the
Process Simulate tool and using its offline
programming and realistic robot simulation
capabilities. By doing so, the company generates very accurate robot programs that
require only slight modifications on the
shop floor.

Due to the strength and
user friendliness of the
Tecnomatix tools, the
company’s BiW & FA Robotics
Simulation department currently delivers more output,
and simulates more production concepts, yet compared
to its prior method, requires
fewer people to do so.

The robotics simulation manager adds that
due to the strength and user-friendliness of
the Tecnomatix tools, Volvo Cars’ simulation department currently delivers more
output and simulates more production concepts, yet compared to its prior method,

The XC60 SUV, which is
outperforming all other Volvo
Cars models.
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manager in Volvo Cars advanced engi
neering group notes that this will pose a
lot of new challenges in the manufacturing
area, as the car is much different than
other variants of the C30 model, yet still
needs to be produced in the same production line. For example, the battery insertion is a completely new process in the FA
line, and there will also be more variants in
the BiW line, due to the new electrical system. According to a senior manufacturing
engineering manager at Volvo Cars, it is
possible to handle this complexity only
with dedicated tools, such as Tecnomatix.
Looking forward, as the company realizes
the benefits of using the manufacturing
process management capability of
Teamcenter and the integrated Process
Simulate, it plans to deploy Siemens PLM
Software solutions across more manu
facturing engineering areas. It is also evaluating additional promising technologies
from Siemens PLM Software, such as the
virtual commissioning simulation and programming capability, which enables not
only robot simulation, but also programmable logic controller simulation within

the production line. Another promising
area for Volvo Cars is Siemens PLM
Software’s enterprise bill-of-process technology, which would enable the company
to manage the production knowledge of
similar products across plants.
In the past, Volvo Cars used to calculate
the ROI (return on investment) of its
Tecnomatix tool usage. It found out that
when it planned and simulated its produc
tion lines using Tecnomatix tools, it could
save 50 percent of the engineering cost.
However, nowadays, such calculations are
no longer used as Tecnomatix tools are
already a necessity – strongly embedded in
the company’s engineering processes.

Volvo Cars found out when it planned
and simulated its production lines using
Tecnomatix tools, it could save 50 percent
of the engineering cost.
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